Induction and rejoining of DNA double-strand breaks in human cervix carcinoma cell lines of differing radiosensitivity.
Five recently established cell lines of human carcinoma of the cervix of varying radiosensitivity have been used to determine whether the induction or rejoining of DNA double-strand breaks (dsb) shows any correlation with radiosensitivity or radiation recovery capacity. Double-strand DNA breaks have been measured using neutral filter elution at pH 9.6. The number of breaks induced immediately after irradiation with doses of 10 to 40 Gy 60Co gamma rays appeared to show some correlation with radiosensitivity particularly after 10 Gy; the two more radiosensitive lines incurred more breaks than the more radioresistant lines. In addition, the shape of the induction curve with dose was linear for the two sensitive lines but curvilinear for the resistant lines. Despite the dose scales being different, this mirrored their respective cell survival curve shapes. After 30 or 50 Gy irradiation, rejoining of breaks appeared to be rapid and almost complete within 60 min at 37 degrees C for the three resistant lines. However, for the sensitive lines, one line (HX160c) in particular exhibited a reduced rate of dsb rejoining. In addition, a residual level of dsb was present in this line even after allowing rejoining for 3 h. While induction and rejoining of DNA dsb therefore appears to be a factor in determining radiosensitivity, at doses relevant to cellular survival (up to 10 Gy), the greater induction of DNA dsb in radiosensitive lines may play a significant role in determining the cellular response to ionizing radiation.